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     CHIEFLAND – A new timber program scheduled for launch at the College of Central 
Florida’s Levy Campus has already attracted its second round of grant support. 
     The Arlington, Virginia-based Conservation Fund announced it has selected CF as a recipient 
for its Big Bend Region Seed Grant. CF will receive $11,000 to develop curriculum and obtain 
materials and supplies for timber industry workforce training. CF anticipates the program will 
start in May 2016. 
     The timber industry is one of many industries that face new-hire shortages as a result of 
retirements, and currently there are no Florida training programs or opportunities available to 
replace them. Throughout the years the industry has relied on an internal approach to supply 
needed technicians. However, with advancements in technology and the corresponding 
sophistication of the heavy equipment used to harvest, the internal training methodology is 
increasingly unfeasible. 
     The CF timber program will utilize a mix of classroom instruction, simulation experience and 
industry field training. Instructors are retired logging contractors, and industry involvement will 
play an integral part of the program. Timber industry experts will provide curriculum expertise 
and resources, including work sites for the field portion. 
     “This program will provide a direct pipeline of trained and skilled timber workers for well-
paying jobs in Florida’s Big Bend region,” said CF Levy Campus Provost Marilyn Ladner. “With 
the assistance of this grant from The Conservation Fund for curriculum development and 
purchasing of start-up supplies and the $200,000 grant from Lyme Timber and AMCREF 
Community Fund to purchase simulation equipment, train teachers and provide scholarships, 
this identified need for the region will be met and become a reality.” 
     The Conservation Fund’s Big Bend Seed Grant program stemmed from research that 
demonstrated the critical importance that natural resources, like working forests, play as the Big 
Bend region's economic backbone. 
     “The economic analysis clearly demonstrated the importance of partnering across boundaries 
to achieve broad outcomes and attract additional partners and funders,” said Matt Sexton, 
senior vice president and Southeast regional director for The Conservation Fund. “The Seed 
Grants are intended to be a catalyst for collaborative efforts that sustain the natural resources so 
critical to the area’s future.” 


